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Abstract Anisotropic alignment of collagen fibres in musculoskeletal tissues is responsible for the resistance to mechanical loading, whilst in cornea is responsible for transparency. Herein, we evaluated the response of tenocytes, osteoblasts and corneal fibroblasts to the topographies created through electro-spinning and solvent casting. We also evaluated the influence of topography on mechanical properties. At day 14, human osteoblasts seeded on aligned orientated electro-spun mats exhibited the lowest metabolic activity ($P < 0.001$). At day 5 and at day 7, no significant difference was observed in metabolic activity of human corneal fibroblasts and bovine tenocytes respectively seeded on different scaffold conformations ($P > 0.05$). Osteoblasts and corneal fibroblasts aligned parallel to the direction of the aligned orientated electro-spun mats, whilst tenocytes aligned perpendicular to the aligned orientated electro-spun mats. Mechanical evaluation demonstrated that aligned orientated electro-spun fibres exhibited significant higher stress at break values than their random aligned counterparts ($P < 0.006$) and random orientated electro-spin fibres exhibited significant higher strain at break values than the aligned orientated scaffolds ($P < 0.006$). While maintaining fibre structure, we also developed a co-deposition method of spraying and electro-spinning, which enables the incorporation of microspheres within the three-dimensional structure of the scaffold.

1 Introduction

Nature shows strong preference for bottom up design to build hierarchically ordered tissues. In the case of tendon, for example, cells synthesise procollagens with intact propeptide extensions. Following or during secretion, specific propeptide cleavage by specific proteinases takes place, which triggers the spontaneous quarter-staggered assembly of collagen molecules to elongated collagen fibrils. Following fibril formation, the lysyl-oxidase cross-linking pathway takes place in a head-to-tail fashion to form fibres that will subsequently form fibre bundles and finally a tendon unit [1]. This naturally engineered collagen conveys load bearing functionality to tissues such as tendon and bone [2], whilst in the case of cornea the high degree of structural organisation and alignment facilitates transparency [3]. To successfully build biomimetic tissue equivalents that will repair or replace injured or degenerated tissues, it is essential to recapitulate this fundamental structural hierarchy.

A number of nano- and micro-fabrication technologies are available to-date to build biomimetic three dimensional tissue analogues [4, 5]. Among them, electro-spinning has emerged as a scaffold fabrication technique that enables production of fibres that closely imitate the length and diameter of native collagen fibres. The use of extracellular matrix biopolymers has been restricted as harsh solvents are often required to perform electro-spinning successfully.
[6, 7]. To-date, numerous polymers have been utilised to produce scaffolds of various topographies for neural [8, 9], tendon [10, 11], bone [12, 13], cartilage [14, 15] and cardiovascular [16, 17] applications.

Biomaterials design has evolved from basic constructs that match structural and mechanical properties, to biofunctional materials that aim to incorporate instructive signals into scaffolds and to modulate cellular functions such as proliferation, differentiation and morphogenesis [18, 19]. Indeed, the emerging field of tissue engineering requires accurate delivery of bioactive and/or therapeutic molecules to a specific location. To this end, the use of polymeric delivery vehicles in the form of micro- or nano-spheres/particles to encapsulate the active molecules and maintain a sustained localised delivery to the target site is attractive [20–22].

Despite the significant advancements that have been achieved, the influence of scaffold topography on the biomechanical properties and cell response has not been fully investigated. Moreover, electro-spun mats functionalisation is primarily carried out by blending the polymer and the molecule of interest together. However, such method offers little control over the release of the loaded molecules; may jeopardise the mechanical properties of the scaffold; and is also characterised by limited miscibility between the solution containing the molecule of interest and the solvent used to dissolve the polymer [23, 24]. Thus, herein we ventured to evaluate the influence of various scaffolds topographies on the mechanical properties of the scaffolds and evaluate bovine tenocytes, human osteoblasts and human corneal fibroblasts response as a function of topography. In addition, we developed a technique that enables simultaneous electro-spinning and micro-sphere spraying and allows the incorporation of microspheres within the three-dimensional structure of the scaffold.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Poly(glycolide-co-lactide) 85/15 (PLGA) was purchased from Purac Biomaterials (Gorinchem, Netherlands). AlamarBlue® cell metabolic activity kit was purchased from BioSource International, Invitrogen (Dun Laoghaire, Ireland). Tissue culture consumables were purchased from Sarstedt (Wexford, Ireland) and Nunc (Roskilde, Denmark). All other materials were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Wicklow, Ireland), unless otherwise stated.

2.2 Scaffold fabrication

The electro-spinning set-up consisted of a high voltage power supply (Gamma High Voltage, USA), a syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems Inc., USA) and a custom-made circular drum (10 cm in diameter) covered with aluminium foil, which acted as a collector. Eight percentage w/v PLGA solution in chloroform was prepared after overnight orbital stirring using a Stuart® SB3 rotator (Biddy Scientific Limited, UK). Polymer solutions were loaded into a 10 ml syringe (BD and Company, Ireland) fitted with an 18G stainless steel needle (BD and Company, Ireland). Upon application of high voltage between the needle and the collector (18 cm distance), the solvent was evaporated and the fibres were collected on the drum. At 1,300 rpm aligned fibrous mats were obtained, whilst at 200 rpm non-aligned fibrous mats were obtained. Solvent casted PLGA (8% w/v in chloroform) was used as control scaffold with no topographical features (i.e. smooth surface). The polymer solution was gently poured into aluminium foil trays, avoiding bubble formation. The trays were covered with another layer of aluminium foil to control the evaporation rate of the solvent.

2.3 Functionalisation using microspheres

PLGA microspheres were fabricated using a single-emulsion solvent evaporation technique as has been described before [25]. Briefly, using a T25 digital UltraTurrax® homogenizer, 40 ml of 4% v/w PLGA/chloroform solution was gradually added to a stirring 300 ml solution of 0.5% polyvinyl alcohol. The resulting emulsion was stirred for 6 h at 600 rpm and hardened spheres were subsequently collected. The sphere solution was then centrifuged at 1,200 rpm for 5 min. The spheres were resuspended in isopropyl alcohol and placed into spray bottles. To embed the spheres into the electro-spun mats, the rotating drum was sprayed with the sphere solution during the electro-spinning process.

2.4 Scanning electron microscopy analysis

The morphology of the produced scaffolds was evaluated using a low voltage, high resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM; S-4700 Hitachi Scientific Instruments, Berkshire, UK) after gold sputtering (Emitech K-550 × Sputter Coater, Emitech Ltd., Ashford, Kent, UK).

2.5 Biophysical evaluation

Stress–strain curves of dry and wet electro-spun PLGA mats were determined in uniaxial tension using a Zwick Z2.5 Universal Mechanical Tester (Bratislava, Slovakia) at a crosshead speed of 10 mm/min using a 100 N load cell, as has been described previously [26–29]. To avoid damaging the electro-spun mats during handling, the mats were mounted on a paper frame as has been described before [30, 31]. The gauge length was determined by the vertical...
dimension of the window in the frame (3 cm in length). Frames containing specimen mats were then placed between the upper and lower grips of the Zwick. The sides of the frame were then cut leaving the specimen intact. The width of the samples was fixed at 1 cm. The thickness of the samples was determined using a digital micro-meter (Tresna, Essen, Germany) with an accuracy of 1 μm; three readings were taken for each sample. Results obtained with electro-spun mats that broke at contact points with the grips were rejected. The following definitions were used to calculate the mechanical data: stress at break was defined as the load at complete failure divided by the original cross-sectional area (engineering-stress); strain at break was defined as the increase in fibre length required to cause failure divided by the original length and Young’s modulus of samples was calculated from slope of the stress strain curve in the linear region and the initial sample geometry. Prior to wet testing, dry electro-spun mats were equilibrated in PBS (0.01 M; pH 7.4) at room temperature overnight.

2.6 Bovine tenocyte isolation

Bovine hind limbs were sourced from a local abattoir. Using aseptic techniques the tendons were isolated from the surrounding fascia and tenocytes were isolated as has been described previously [32]. Briefly, the limbs were washed with PBS and prepared for incision. The skin was then washed further with 70% ethanol. With disposable scalpel each layer of skin and soft tissue was released and retracted. The tendon was then transected a quarter away from the insertion and musculotendinous junction. The tendons were subsequently placed into sterile Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) and stored in ice. Following that, the tendons were placed into a petri dish with a small volume of ice cold HBSS and diced to approximately 2 mm by 2 mm pieces. The tendon pieces were then digested with filtered 0.15% collagenase solution into 50 ml centrifuge tubes. The solution was stored under agitation in an incubator maintained at 37°C. The tendon was then transected a quarter away from the original length and Young’s modulus of samples was calculated from slope of the stress strain curve in the linear region and the initial sample geometry. Prior to wet testing, dry electro-spun mats were equilibrated in PBS (0.01 M; pH 7.4) at room temperature overnight.

2.7 Culture of bovine tenocytes

Freshly isolated bovine tenocytes were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in 75 cm² flasks. The bovine tenocyte culture was maintained at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO₂ incubator until they were approximately 80% confluent with media being changed every 2–3 days. At passage 3, 1.5 × 10⁴ cells/cm² cells were seeded on the various scaffolds conformations (PLGA aligned and randomly orientated electro-spin mats and solvent cast films) for 2, 4 and 7 days.

2.8 Culture of human osteoblasts

Primary human osteoblasts (Cat. No: CC-2538, Lonza, USA) were cultured in low glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. The osteoblast culture was maintained at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO₂ incubator until they were approximately 80% confluent with media being changed every 2–3 days. Human osteoblasts (passages 4–5) were seeded for 2, 5 and 14 days on various substrates (e.g. PLGA aligned and randomly orientated electro-spin mats and solvent cast films) in 24-well plates at 1.5 × 10⁴ cells/cm² density.

2.9 Culture of human corneal fibroblast

Primary human corneal fibroblasts (Cat. No: P10872, Innoprot Inc., Derio-Bizkaia, Spain) were cultured as per supplier protocol. Briefly, 5,000 cells/cm² were seeded in poly-L-lysine coated T-75 flasks in fibroblast culture medium kit (Cat No P60108, Innoprot Inc, Derio-Bizkaia, Spain) composed of 2% foetal bovine serum, fibroblast growth supplement, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and fibroblast medium buffered with HEPES and bicarbonate. The cells were maintained in 5% CO₂ in humidified incubator at 37°C. The medium was replaced with fresh one after 24 h and after that every 2–3 days. When the cells reached confluence, they were subcultured until sufficient numbers were obtained. Subsequently, human corneal fibroblasts (passage 4) were seeded for 1, 3 and 5 days on the various substrates (e.g. PLGA aligned and randomly orientated electro-spin mats and solvent cast films) in 24-well plates at 20,000 cells/cm² in keratocyte medium composed of DMEM/F12, 5 ng/ml of basic fibroblast growth factor, 10% new born calf serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin as has been described before [33, 34].

2.10 Cell metabolic activity

Cell metabolic activity was determined using alamarBlue® cell metabolic assay at predetermined time depending on cell type (mentioned above for the different cell types). Briefly, alamarBlue® dye was diluted with Hank’s Balance Salt Solution to make a 10% (v/v) alamarBlue® solution. Media was removed from each well and 0.5 ml Alamar Blue® solution was added to each well. Depending on cell type after
an incubation time of between 1 and 4 h at 37°C, the absorbance was measured at wavelengths of 550 and 595 nm using a microplate reader (Varioskan Flash, Thermo Scientific). The level of metabolic activity was calculated using the simplified method of calculating per cent reduction, according to the supplier’s protocol. The metabolic activity of cells at solvent cast film at day 2 was considered as 100%.

2.11 Cell fluorescent labelling

Cell attachment, spreading and alignment was assessed by using immunofluorescent images. Briefly, the cells (tenocytes, osteoblasts and corneal fibroblasts) were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, permeabilised with 0.2% TritonX, and the nucleus was stained with 4',6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Molecular Probes) for 5 min. The actin cytoskeleton of the cells was then stained with rhodamine conjugated phalloidin (Molecular Probes) for 1 h.

Images were captured at 10 × magnification using an inverted BX51 Olympus fluorescence microscope.

2.12 Statistical analysis

Numerical data is expressed as mean ± SD. Analysis was performed using statistical software (MINITAB™ version 16, Minitab, Inc., State College PA, USA). Two sample t-test for pairwise comparisons was employed after confirming the following assumptions: (a) the distribution from which each of the samples was derived was normal (Anderson–Darling normality test); and (b) the variances of the population of the samples were equal to one another (Bartlett’s and Levene’s tests for homogeneity of variance). Non-parametric statistics were utilised when either or both of the above assumptions were violated and consequently Mann–Whitney test for two samples was carried out. Statistical significance was accepted at \( P < 0.05 \).
3 Results

3.1 Scaffold morphology

SEM analysis revealed that all electro-spun mats were composed of uniform (no bids) random and aligned oriented fibres (Fig. 1a, b respectively) Mono-dispersed microspheres were also produced and successfully incorporated into the produced aligned orientated electro-spun mats (Fig. 1c). Continuous electro-spinning gave rise to a three-dimensional scaffold (Fig. 1d, e).

3.2 Biophysical analysis

Uniaxial tensile tests of aligned orientated electro-spun mats in both wet and dry state exhibited stress–strain curves consisting of a region of steeply rising stress, followed by a region of constant gradient and then a region of decreasing stress, which persisted up to the point of fracture. These distinct deformation mechanisms can be visually observed in Fig. 3, where aligned electro-spun mats exhibited a split fracture mode, whilst their random orientated counterparts demonstrated a delayed split fracture mode.

Table 1 summarises the mechanical properties of the electro-spun mats produced in this study. In the dry state, random and aligned orientated electro-spun mats demonstrated no significant difference in thickness, stress at break and modulus values ($P > 0.05$), whilst significant difference in strain at break values was observed ($P < 0.001$). In the wet state, random and aligned orientated electro-spun mats demonstrated no significant difference in thickness ($P > 0.05$), whilst significant difference was observed between stress and strain at break and modulus values ($P < 0.006$).

3.3 Biological evaluation

Cell–matrix interactions between different cell-types and different substrates were studied in vitro by seeding bovine...
tenocytes, human osteoblasts and human corneal fibroblasts on the produced scaffolds for various time periods. Figure 4 shows results of the AlamarBlue® metabolic activity assay. At day 2, no significant difference was observed in metabolic activity of human osteoblasts seeded on different scaffold conformations ($P > 0.05$). At day 5, human osteoblasts seeded on both electro-spun mats conformations exhibited significant higher metabolic activity that cells seeded on solvent casted films ($P < 0.001$). On day 14, human osteoblasts seeded on aligned orientated electro-spun mats exhibited the lowest metabolic activity ($P < 0.001$). At day 1, 3 and 5, no significant difference was observed in metabolic activity of human corneal fibroblasts seeded on different scaffold conformations ($P > 0.05$). At day 2 and 4, bovine tenocytes seeded on solvent casted films exhibited significant higher metabolic activity than cells seeded on either of the electro-spun mats ($P < 0.001$). However, no significant difference in metabolic activity was observed among the different scaffold conformations by day 7 ($P > 0.05$).

Bovine tenocytes exhibited a random cytoskeleton and nuclei conformation, when they were seeded on solvent casted films and random orientated electro-spun mats for all the time points evaluated. However, they appeared to orientate perpendicularly to the substrate topography, when they were seeded onto aligned orientated electro-spun mats (Fig. 5).

Human osteoblasts (Fig. 6) and corneal fibroblasts (Fig. 7) exhibited a random cytoskeleton and nuclei conformation, when they were seeded on solvent casted films and random orientated electro-spun mats. However, when aligned orientated electro-spun mats were used, cytoskeleton and nuclei orientated parallel to the substrate topography.

**4 Discussion**

Nano-scale technologies are emerging as powerful tools for tissue engineering and biological studies due to their ability to operate on the same small scale as all functions involved in the growth, development and ageing of the human body [35]. Biomaterials design is now required to include topographical cues, since topography offer control over cellular functions such as growth, directional cell motility, tissue development, angiogenesis and immune response [36–47]. The rationale of this approach is based on the fact that basement membranes are covered with grooves, ridges, whorls, pits, pores and intertwined fibrillar meshwork of the extracellular matrix [18, 48, 49]. Biomaterials are also required to accurate deliver bioactive and/or therapeutic molecules to a specific location in order to protect the typically labile molecules and to positively interact with host and enhance tissue repair and regeneration [50–52]. Herein, we evaluate the effect of electro-spinning- and solvent casting- induced topographies on the metabolic activity and alignment of human osteoblasts and corneal fibroblasts and bovine tenocytes and we describe a method consisting of electro-spinning and spraying to introduce a further element of functionality to the three-dimensional scaffold.
Bovine tenocytes were seeded on solvent casted and random orientated electro-spun mats exhibited a random cytoskeleton and nuclei orientation for all time points. However, when the bovine tenocytes were seeded on aligned orientated electro-spun mats, they appeared to orientate perpendicularly to the substrate topography. The actin cytoskeleton of the cells was stained with rhodamine conjugated phalloidin; nuclei were stained with DAPI. Arrows indicate the orientation of the substrate topography.

Human osteoblasts were seeded on solvent casted and random orientated electro-spun mats exhibited a random cytoskeleton and nuclei orientation for all time points. However, when the human osteoblasts were seeded on aligned orientated electro-spun mats, they appeared to orientate parallel to the substrate topography. The actin cytoskeleton of the cells was stained with rhodamine conjugated phalloidin; nuclei were stained with DAPI. Arrows indicate the orientation of the substrate topography.
Starting with the biomechanical analysis, we found that uniaxial tensile tests of all scaffolds evaluated in this study produced stress–strain curves similar to those reported for semi-crystalline polymers that yield and undergo plastic flow [53]. Aligned and random orientated scaffolds exhibited a region of reduced stress that lasted until failure. Although it was not investigated during the current study, this yielding mechanism would imply some form of flow occurring within the fibrous structure, possibly interfibrillar slippage. In vivo, this mechanism is very important in the tensile deformation of connective tissues such as tendon, skin and pericardium [54–56]. Similar stress–strain curves have also been reported previously for collagen-based biomaterials [57–64] and nano-fibrous meshes [65–67]. Most important of all, the electro-spun mats produced in this study were characterised by mechanical properties that closely match those of native tissues, such as anterior cruciate ligament, Achilles tendon and skin and implantable devices [30, 62, 68–75].

Continuing with the biological analysis, we observed that metabolic activity of human osteoblasts, corneal fibroblasts and bovine tenocytes seeded on different scaffolds increased as a function of time. Given that increasing metabolic activity is an indicator of cell proliferation, these results indicate that all scaffold conformations can support cell growth. Although no significant difference was observed in metabolic activity of corneal fibroblasts and bovine tenocytes seeded on aligned and random orientated electro-spun mats, significant difference was observed in the metabolic activity of osteoblasts seeded on these scaffolds on day 14, indicating cell topographical preference. Fluorescent labelling of the cell cytoskeleton indicated only the aligned orientated electro-spun fibres facilitated direction cell growth of human osteoblasts and corneal fibroblasts. This finding is in agreement with previous observations for various cells and anisotropic substrates [9, 76–81]. However, of significant importance is our observation that bovine tenocytes aligned perpendicularly to the substrate topography. In previous studies, primary tenocytes had aligned parallel to the substrate topography either when grooves bigger than the cells were used or when applied load had been used along the fibre axis [82–85]. In vivo, tenocytes are elongated in shape cells arranged in a unicellular row in the space between adjacent tendon fibres [86–89], which are exposed to repeated tensile forces [90–94]. The combination of aligned collagen fibres and repeated loading may be responsible for the aligned conformation of these cells. However, when only one of these parameters is available, such as topography in the current study, we observe that the cells align perpendicularly to the underlying topography.

The emerging field of tissue engineering requires accurate delivery of bioactive and/or therapeutic molecules...
to a specific location. Glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans [95–97] or bioactive molecules such as growth factors or hormones are traditionally used to enhance biological functions of biomaterials [98–101]. However, such molecules are typically labile; the biologic half-lives of platelet-derived growth factor, basic fibroblast growth factor, and vascular endothelial growth factor are 2, 3, and 50 min, respectively, when intravenously administered [102]. As a result, the use of polymeric delivery vehicles has been advocated to encapsulate such bioactive molecules and maintain a sustained localised delivery to the target site. Current approaches to functionalise electro-spun mats are primarily based on mixing the polymer from which the scaffold is to be made with the bioactive molecule. However, this approach may affect the mechanical properties of the fibres as well as the fibre structure [23, 24]. While maintaining fibre orientation and structure we developed a co-deposition technique, whereby spinning and spraying occur simultaneously. During the deposition of electro-spun fibres, microspheres are also sprayed and trapped within the three-dimensional scaffold. Microspheres are a versatile delivery vehicle used for the delivery of biomolecules. By incorporating microspheres into the network, we create an independent mechanism to tune drug delivery, while maintaining the structure of the scaffold. Drug delivery from microspheres can be easily controlled by composition and size as has been described before [103–105]. Furthermore, by using the spraying technique it is conceivable that more than one composition of microsphere may be introduced for delivery of multiple drugs. The controlled delivery of biomolecules from electro-spun sprayed scaffolds will be the subject of future research.

5 Conclusions

Herein we ventured to investigate the influence of scaffold architecture on mechanical properties and on cell response and to develop means of sustained delivery of bioactive molecules. Our data indicate that aligned orientated fibres exhibit high stress at break values, whilst random orientated fibres exhibit high strain at break values. We identified that aligned orientated electro-spun mats facilitated parallel orientation to the underlined topography of human corneal fibroblasts and human osteoblasts. In contrast, bovine tenocytes aligned perpendicularly to the substrate topography. We speculate that the lack of mechanical loading is responsible for this; having run the experiment under tension, tenocytes would have aligned parallel to the substrate topography. We have also successfully incorporated microspheres into the three-dimensional scaffold by slightly modifying the electro-spinning set-up.
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